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Abstract

Flashing flow is encountered in many industrial systems involving nozzles, valves and
decompression of vessels and pipes. In the context of CO2 capture and storage (CCS),
the design of safe and efficient CO2 transportation systems requires accurate flashing
models, e.g., for safety analysis of pipe fractures and to predict the mass flow through
relief valves. We propose a homogeneous flashing model (HFM) for flashing flow
accounting for the underlying physical phenomena of the phase change: bubble nucle-
ation, coalescence, break-up and growth. Homogeneous nucleation is modeled using
classical nucleation theory and heterogeneous nucleation is approximated with con-
stant rates of bubble creation and mass transfer from liquid to vapor. The flashing flow
model is fitted for CO2 pipe depressurization data at various initial conditions. We find
that the same, constant model parameters can be applied for the whole set of depres-
surization cases considered, as opposed to the conventional homogeneous relaxation
model which typically is tuned on a case-by-case basis. For depressurization paths
where the fluid state passes close to the critical point, we demonstrate that an accurate
description of the flashing process along the length of the pipe can only be achieved
when both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation are accounted for.
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Figure 1: Illustration of a depressurization path in the liquid/dense liquid phase before flashing begins in a
p-T diagram for CO2. The superheat and pressure undershoot reached before flashing begins are indicated.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Flash boiling (flashing) is a phase change phenomenon that is triggered by the de-
pressurization of a liquid below its saturation pressure. This phenomenon affects the
operation and safety assessment of several industrial systems including pressurized wa-
ter (nuclear) reactors, refrigeration systems and of main interest for the present work:
CO2 transportation pipelines in the context of CO2 capture and storage (CCS). Sce-
narios where flashing may occur includes the opening of a pressure relief valve or
accidents such as a pipe rupture (Klinkby et al., 2011; Munkejord et al., 2016; Pham
and Rusli, 2016; Liao and Lucas, 2017b). In such scenarios, the flashing process deter-
mines the resulting pressure, temperature, speed of sound and outflow rate of the fluid.
It is therefore important to model flashing flows accurately.

During a rapid depressurization event, the liquid state can pass far into its thermo-
dynamically metastable region before significant flashing begins, producing a pressure
undershoot and the liquid becomes superheated as illustrated in Figure 1. These are
both measures of non-equilibrium. The non-equilibrium effects are strongly dependent
on how bubbles nucleate and grow in the liquid. A better understanding of the under-
lying phenomena during flashing, such as bubble nucleation and growth, can benefit
industrial applications both in terms of optimizing their efficiency and ensuring their
safe operation.

The present work is particularly motivated by the need to develop accurate models
to ensure that an initial puncture or crack in a CO2-carrying pipeline will not develop
into a running ductile fracture (RDF). RDF is a phenomenon where a defect in a pipe
develops into a crack that propagates along the pipe, driven by the pressure forces of the
escaping fluid (Cosham et al., 2014; Aursand et al., 2016a; DNV, 2021; Skarsvåg et al.,
2023). Thus, accurate modeling of the pressure evolution during depressurization is
required to design RDF-resistant pipes. The pressure evolution during depressurization
is in turn strongly affected by the flashing process. In large-scale fracture tests with
CO2 and CO2-rich mixtures, the crack-tip pressure is found to be up to 20% lower
than the saturation pressure, see, e.g., Michal et al. (2020). In previous work, we have
shown that predictions of the crack-tip pressure can be improved by taking into account
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Figure 2: Phase diagram for CO2 illustrating the present definition of liquid and vapor, and the relevant
operating range for CO2 pipeline transportation. Note that the liquid phase may exist in a metastable state
up to the liquid metastability limit and vice versa for the vapor phase.

non-equilibrium flashing as compared to the homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM),
which assumes equilibrium between the phases (Skarsvåg et al., 2023).

For high-capacity CO2-carrying pipelines, the CO2 will typically be transported at
supercritical pressures, and with an entropy below that of the critical point, providing
a liquid-like behavior of the fluid. This state is often referred to as “dense phase”,
although the definition of the term varies somewhat, see, e.g., IPCC (2005, Chap. 4),
Brownsort (2019) and Committee on Carbon Capture, Use, and Storage (2019). For
simplicity, we will call these states liquid if an isentropic depressurization will bring
them to flash boil as a liquid. Our present definition of the liquid phase is shown
in Figure 2. In the figure we also show the (approximate) relevant operating range
for high-capacity CO2 pipelines. A part of the transcritical CO2 refrigeration cycle
will also be in this region, see, e.g., Ringstad et al. (2020). For transcritical CO2
refrigeration cycles, flashing through an ejector device can be applied to regain lost
work, making accurate modeling of flashing CO2 valuable in order to optimize the
system.

We have run a series of pipe depressurization tests for pure CO2 in the relevant
operating range for CO2 pipelines, with initial temperatures from 10 ◦C to 40 ◦C and
an initial pressure around 12 MPa (Munkejord et al., 2020a; Log et al., 2024). Note
that for the warmer cases, an isentropic depressurization path will pass very close to
the critical point of CO2, whereas the colder cases pass further away. In this region
of the phase diagram, the distance from the saturation curve to the metastability limit
increases significantly as the temperature decreases, see Figure 1. Therefore, the non-
equilibrium effects during flashing vary considerably. To optimize the operation of and
provide safety analyses for CO2-carrying pipes, flow models should be able to predict
these effects.

1.2. Typical depressurization results: importance of mass transfer during flashing

In Figure 3, we show a typical pressure profile in a pipe filled with a liquid, ini-
tially at rest, during depressurization. As the pipe is depressurized, a rarefaction wave
propagates into the pipe at the local speed of sound. When the pressure becomes low
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Figure 3: Illustration of a typical pressure profile for a depressurization wave in a pipe where flashing occurs.
The flashing slows down the pressure wave significantly and causes the wave to split into a fast-moving part
in the single-phase region and a slow-moving part in the two-phase region with a pressure plateau in-between.
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Figure 4: Computed variation in speed of sound with the vapor volume fraction for a saturated mixture of
liquid–vapor CO2 for a warm temperature (T = 25.6 ◦C), relatively near the critical point, and for a colder
temperature (T = −2 ◦C). HRM* was used, see Section 2.2.

enough, the liquid starts flashing at the open end of the pipe. In Figure 4, we show
how the speed of sound in a liquid-vapor mixture changes with the vapor volume frac-
tion for the homogeneous chemical potential-relaxation model, which is described in
Section 2.2. As vapor is added to the flow, the mixture speed of sound decreases signifi-
cantly. Therefore, the rarefaction wave splits into a slow-moving wave in the two-phase
mixture and a fast-moving wave in the single-phase fluid, with a single-phase pressure
plateau in-between.

The pressure evolution near the open end of the pipe is different for warmer and
colder depressurization tests. As discussed in Log et al. (2024), if the depressuriza-
tion path passes sufficiently close to the critical point of the fluid (i.e., within a few
K/◦C), we observe nearly no pressure undershoot or superheat before significant flash-
ing begins. A typical pressure trace near the open end of the pipe for such a case is
shown in Figure 5a. The pressure decreases quickly in the single-phase region until
flashing begins nearly at the local saturation pressure. The depressurization contin-
ues at near saturation conditions until the flow chokes, i.e., the flow speed is equal to
the local speed of sound. After this, the pressure decreases very slowly as the max-
imum flow rate has been reached. Such pressure evolutions have been observed in
high-temperature depressurization experiments with pure CO2, e.g., Test #31 of Botros
et al. (2016), Test 6 of Munkejord et al. (2020a) and Test 24 of Log et al. (2024).
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(a) Depressurization path passing close to the critical
point.

(b) Depressurization path passing further away from the crit-
ical point.

Figure 5: Illustrations of typical pressure traces near the open end of the pipe for depressurization cases
where the depressurization path passes (a) close to or (b) further away from the critical point of the fluid.

For colder depressurization cases, we observe a clear pressure undershoot and re-
covery, as illustrated in Figure 5b. The pressure decreases quickly below the local
saturation pressure, providing a pressure undershoot. The pressure then rebounds as
flashing is initiated, the flow chokes abruptly and a slow pressure reduction follows
while the fluid is in a two-phase mixture state. This kind of pressure evolution has been
observed in several experiments for a variety of fluids including water (Edwards and
O’Brien, 1970; Lienhard et al., 1978; Barták, 1990), R-12 (Winters and Merte, 1979),
pure CO2 (Botros et al., 2016; Munkejord et al., 2020a; Log et al., 2024) and CO2-rich
mixtures (Botros et al., 2017a,b,c; Munkejord et al., 2021). As illustrated in Figure
4, the speed of sound decreases more abruptly for colder depressurization cases when
the flow transitions from pure liquid to a two-phase mixture. The pressure evolution in
the pipe is therefore significantly affected once flashing begins. In order to capture the
pressure evolution during depressurization in engineering tools, the mass-transfer rate
from liquid to vapor must therefore be accurately modeled.

1.3. Background on mass-transfer models for flashing flows

A number of models have been developed to model flashing during depressuriza-
tion. For detailed reviews, we refer the readers to Pinhasi et al. (2005); Liao and Lucas
(2017a) and Liao and Lucas (2021). The mass-transfer models can be categorized into
two types: the simpler HRM-type models and the more complex models which account
for bubble nucleation. We provide a brief overview of the two types of mass-transfer
models below.

1.3.1. HRM-type mass-transfer models
One of the more widely used and simple models which can reproduce the effect of a

pressure undershoot is the homogeneous relaxation model (HRM) discussed by Bilicki
and Kestin (1990). Here, the mass-transfer rate is modeled phenomenologically using
a relaxation parameter multiplied by a driving force for the phase change. We will
call this kind of mass-transfer model HRM-type models. Examples of other HRM-type
mass-transfer models include those of Lee (1980), Saurel et al. (2008) and Liu et al.
(2017).

Various correlations have been suggested for the relaxation parameter in HRM-
type models for different initial conditions, e.g., the correlations of Downar-Zapolski
et al. (1996) for water and Angielczyk et al. (2010); Log et al. (2024) for CO2. These
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correlations usually do not provide accurate results for other cases than the ones they
are fitted to, and for low temperatures the correlation of Downar-Zapolski et al. (1996)
has been found to predict non-physically large relaxation times (Liao and Lucas, 2021;
Saha et al., 2017). As we pointed out in Log et al. (2024), the mass-transfer model
suggested by Liu et al. (2017) has been applied by several authors (Liu et al., 2017,
2018; Flechas et al., 2020; Xiao et al., 2020) to test their flow models for CO2 de-
pressurization cases. This model is a modified version of the HRM-type mass-transfer
model of Lee (1980) where the driving force of the mass transfer is based on the pres-
sure undershoot as opposed to the liquid superheat. The Liu et al. (2017) model’s
relaxation parameter has been fitted to the pressure recordings of Test #32A of Botros
et al. (2016), and the various authors have found an optimal value in the range 7 s−1 to
15 s−1. Even for a single depressurization test, there is no agreement on the value of
the relaxation parameter.

More complex HRM-type mass-transfer correlations have also been developed. An
example is the mass-transfer relation applied in the delayed equilibrium model (DEM)
to predict critical flow in nozzles (Bartosiewicz and Seynhaeve, 2013, 2014; Seynhaeve
et al., 2015; De Lorenzo et al., 2017). In this mass-transfer relation, two relaxation
parameters are applied: one accounting for the time-scale of heterogeneous bubble
nucleation and another accounting for the time-scale of bubble nucleation in the bulk
of the fluid. The correlation has been fitted for water flashing flow tests (Bartosiewicz
and Seynhaeve, 2013; Seynhaeve et al., 2015). However, the correlation was found to
be unsuited for CO2 flow in nozzles (Angielczyk et al., 2019) when tested against the
CO2 nozzle flow data of Nakagawa et al. (2009). This was the case even with updated
relaxation parameters fitted to the data. Angielczyk et al. (2020) later proposed a more
complex correlation for CO2, including an exponential term related to the convergence
and divergence rates of the nozzle and an additional parameter for model tuning. With
this model, they were able to fit the data better.

Though the HRM-type models are practical due to their simplicity, they generally
lack predictive abilities and must be fitted to experimental data, typically on a case-
by-case basis. For the safety evaluation of pipelines, it is necessary to make predictive
estimates for various pipe configurations and flow compositions. To this end, mass-
transfer models which account for the physical processes that occur during flashing are
needed. These processes include bubble nucleation, bubble breakup, coalescence and
growth. The reviews of Pinhasi et al. (2005); Liao and Lucas (2017a) and Liao and
Lucas (2021) provide details on the challenges and progress in modeling these terms.
A main challenge remains in predicting the nucleation of bubbles in the flow.

1.3.2. Models accounting for bubble nucleation
There are two main types of bubble nucleation: homogeneous and heterogeneous.

Homogeneous nucleation occurs in the bulk of the fluid and is caused by random den-
sity fluctuations creating vapor-like volumes that – if they are large enough – become
their own stable phase and grow (Debenedetti, 1997). In order for bubbles to form in
this manner, a certain energy barrier must be overcome. This energy barrier decreases
near the critical point of the fluid, and larger bubble nucleation rates are expected. The
nucleation rate and mass-transfer caused by homogeneous nucleation can be estimated
using classical nucleation theory (CNT). CNT has been found to work well in estimat-
ing the superheat limit of CO2 (Aursand et al., 2016b; Wilhelmsen and Aasen, 2022)
and water (Wilhelmsen and Aasen, 2022) for temperatures near the critical point.

Heterogeneous nucleation occurs on surfaces of, e.g., suspended impurities or con-
fining walls. There are two main methods currently being applied to model hetero-
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geneous nucleation. The first method involves the assumption that the mechanism
of nucleation is still governed by random density fluctuations, but with a decreased
energy-barrier for the bubble formation (Alamgir and Lienhard, 1981; Barták, 1990;
Deligiannis and Cleaver, 1990, 1992; Elias and Chambré, 1993; Banasiak and Hafner,
2013; Wilhelmsen and Aasen, 2022). The second method is based on the assump-
tion that the nucleation occurs on trapped vapor seeds on these surfaces, see, e.g., the
crevice model (Bankoff, 1958; Apfel, 1970; Atchley and Prosperetti, 1989; Chappell
and Payne, 2007). Some authors refer to the latter form of nucleation as wall nucle-
ation (Liao and Lucas, 2017a).

Although investigations have been made for heterogeneous nucleation on ideally
flat surfaces (Debenedetti, 1997; Gallo et al., 2021) and conical crevices (Wilt, 1986),
to our knowledge, an accurate, predictive model for heterogeneous bubble nucleation
in real systems does not yet exist. Models for heterogeneous nucleation in real systems
are therefore typically correlated to experimental data. See, e.g., Alamgir and Lien-
hard (1981); Barták (1990); Deligiannis and Cleaver (1990, 1992); Elias and Chambré
(1993); Banasiak and Hafner (2013); Wilhelmsen and Aasen (2022) for correlations of
the reduction factor for the energy of bubble formation and Kocamustafaogullari and
Ishii (1983); Shin and Jones (1993); Blinkov et al. (1993); Hibiki and Ishii (2003) for
correlations for wall nucleation. Most correlations based on a reduction factor for the
energy of bubble formation are fitted to match a chosen critical nucleation rate to the
recorded superheat limit or maximum pressure undershoot observed in experiments.
Consequently, the reduction factor based nucleation models tend to predict the super-
heat limit and expected maximum pressure undershoots well. However, these models
are rarely used in flow models to predict the mass transfer during flashing.

An example of a reduction factor based nucleation model being applied to model
the mass transfer during the depressurization of a pipe can be found in Riznic and
Ishii (1989). With this mass-transfer model, the predicted pressure became much too
low over time after the pressure undershoot had occurred as compared to experimental
results. Riznic and Ishii (1989) therefore suggested that some other nucleation process
was keeping the pressure elevated over time.

Heterogeneous nucleation models based on the assumption of wall nucleation tend
to perform better in flashing flow models, see, e.g., Shin and Jones (1993); Blinkov
et al. (1993). Models assuming a constant number of bubble seeds in the flow also tend
to match experimental data quite well, see, e.g., Winters and Merte (1979) for the sim-
ulation of R-12 depressurization tests and Ivashnyov et al. (2000) for the simulation
of the Edwards and O’Brien (1970) water depressurization tests. Winters and Merte
(1979) applied a discharge coefficient Cd < 1 at the open end to match the experimen-
tal results, but Ivashnyov et al. (2000) found that this was not needed when bubble
breakup was accounted for in the flow. The models assuming that vapor seeds initiate
the flashing typically ignore the effect of homogeneous bubble nucleation. In fact, ho-
mogeneous nucleation is often deemed irrelevant when modeling flashing flows, see,
e.g., Liao and Lucas (2017a), though this is likely based on the assumption that the
depressurization will occur far away from the critical point of the fluid.

1.4. Present contribution and overview of paper
For the relevant operating region of CO2 pipelines and refrigeration systems, ho-

mogeneous nucleation will be non-negligible. Wilhelmsen and Aasen (2022) showed
that for flashing flows near the critical point there is a transition from the maximum
attainable superheat being determined by homogeneous nucleation for warmer cases
and heterogeneous nucleation for colder cases. The same trend can be found for our
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pipe depressurization tests (Log et al., 2022, 2024). Flow visualization experiments of
CO2 depressurizations show that bubbles tend to form on the wall of the test section as
well, suggesting that heterogeneous nucleation plays an important role in the flashing
process (Hansen et al., 2019). It is not clear how homogeneous and heterogeneous nu-
cleation affect the resulting flow during depressurization. We further hypothesize that
including the effect of homogeneous nucleation in flashing flow models will improve
their predictive ability.

The purpose of the present work is therefore to develop and study a flashing flow
model where both homogeneous and heterogeneous bubble nucleation is accounted
for. We also include simple models for bubble growth, coalescence and breakup. The
model fit to experiments with pure CO2 (Munkejord et al., 2020a; Log et al., 2024) is
assessed and the effect of the two nucleation modes on the flashing process is studied.
The results are further compared to predictions of a non-equilibrium flow model with a
HRM-type mass-transfer model, and the homogeneous equilibrium model, to illustrate
the deviation from equilibrium of the experiments and non-equilibrium models.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the flow
models and Section 3 presents the main mass-transfer model studied in the present
work. Then, we describe the numerical solution method for the governing equations in
Section 4. In Section 5, we assess the model fit to the experimental pressure record-
ings, and discuss the effect of homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation. We finally
provide a summary and concluding remarks in Section 6.

2. Flow models

In this section, we outline the flow models applied in the present work: the homoge-
neous equilibrium model, the homogeneous chemical-potential relaxation model with
HRM-type mass-transfer and the novel homogeneous flashing model. In Section 2.4,
we outline our models for wall friction and heat transfer through the pipe wall. In
Section 2.5, the initial and boundary conditions are described, and in Section 2.6 the
thermophysical modeling of the fluid is described. Details on our mass-transfer model
for the homogeneous flashing model are provided in the next section, Section 3.

All the flow models employed in this work are based on the assumption that the
flow is homogeneous, i.e., that all phases are advected with the same velocity. This is
a reasonable assumption if the phases are dispersed. Flow visualization experiments
show that this assumption is reasonable for the time-scales considered here (0 ms to
20 ms) (Brown et al., 2013, 2014; Quinn et al., 2022).

2.1. The homogeneous equilibrium model

In the HEM it is assumed that all phases are advected at the same velocity and are
in mechanical, thermal and chemical equilibrium. The model is therefore mainly ap-
plicable for multiphase dispersed flow where the time-scale of pressure exchange, heat
transfer and mass transfer between the phases is much shorter than the characteristic
time-scales of the flow. The governing equations of the HEM take the form of the 1D
Euler equations for single-phase compressible inviscid flow, with a mass conservation
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equation, a momentum balance equation and an energy balance equation:

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂(ρu)
∂x

= 0, (1)

∂(ρu)
∂t

+
∂(ρu2 + p)

∂x
= ρgx − F, (2)

∂E
∂t

+
∂((E + p)u)

∂x
= Q. (3)

Here, ρ = αvρv + α`ρ` is the density of the vapor (v) and liquid (`) mixture, u is the
mixture velocity, p the pressure and E the total energy of the mixture.

E = ρ

(
e +

1
2

u2
)
, (4)

where e = (αvρvev + α`ρ`e`) is the specific internal energy of the mixture and αk

denotes the volume fraction of phase k ∈ v, `. F is the pipe wall friction and Q is
the heat transferred through the pipe wall. gx is the gravitational acceleration in the
axial direction of the pipe. We assume that the pipe is completely horizontal such that
gx = 0.

2.2. The homogeneous chemical potential-relaxation model
For certain transient flow processes, such as depressurization, the time-scale of

mass transfer from liquid to vapor is too slow to maintain equilibrium between the
phases. In order to model the flow accurately for such cases, the equilibrium assump-
tions must be relaxed. The homogeneous chemical potential-relaxation model, HRM*,
keeps the assumptions of the HEM with the exception that chemical non-equilibrium
between the phases is allowed. Note that other authors denote this model differently,
such as the “temperature equilibrium model” (Le Martelot et al., 2014), the “pressure-
temperature relaxation model” (Lund, 2012) and the “four-equation pT -relaxed model”
(Pelanti, 2022).

The HRM* consists of four equations describing the mass balance of vapor, mass
balance of liquid, the conservation of momentum for the two-phase mixture and the
conservation of total energy for the mixture:

∂(αvρv)
∂t

+
∂(αvρvu)
∂x

= Γ, (5)

∂(α`ρ`)
∂t

+
∂(α`ρ`u)
∂x

= −Γ, (6)

∂(ρu)
∂t

+
∂(ρu2 + p)

∂x
= ρgx − F, (7)

∂E
∂t

+
∂((E + p)u)

∂x
= Q, (8)

where Γ is the mass-transfer rate between the phases. For an infinitely fast mass-
transfer rate, the HRM* relaxes to the HEM.

The mass-transfer rate, Γ, is modeled with the standard HRM-term (Bilicki and
Kestin, 1990):

Γ = ρ
yg,eq − yv

θ
, (9)

where yv =
αvρv

ρ
is the mass fraction of vapor, yv,eq is the equilibrium mass fraction

of vapor and θ is a relaxation time > 0. In our previous work (Log et al., 2024), we
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derived a correlation for the relaxation time fitting the maximum pressure undershoots
observed for a series of pipe depressurization experiments with CO2 (Munkejord et al.,
2020a; Log et al., 2024) listed in Table 1, with the exception of Test 25:

θ = 3.165 ms
[
1 − exp

(
−33.283∆s̃4.014

0

)]
. (10)

Here,
∆s̃0 =

s0 − sc

str − sc
(11)

is the scaled, relative initial entropy and s0 is the initial entropy before the depressur-
ization begins, sc is the critical point entropy and str is the triple point entropy.

Though the relaxation time can be fitted to experiments, it does not account for all
the complex processes which occur during flashing.

2.3. The homogeneous flashing model
In this section, we summarize the flow equations of the homogeneous flashing

model (HFM). The HFM is based on the governing equations of the HRM*, (5)–(8),
however, the term describing the mass-transfer between the liquid and vapor phase, Γ,
is modeled taking into account different kinds of bubble nucleation in addition to bub-
ble growth through evaporation, bubble breakup and coalescence. The details of the
mass-transfer model in the HFM are presented in Section 3.

Evaporation causes a flux of mass transfer through a liquid–vapor surface. In order
to model the mass transfer due to evaporation, it is necessary to recover information on
the interfacial area density between the liquid and vapor phases. We therefore include
additional transport equations for the bubble number density in the flow and interfacial
area separating the liquid and vapor. The bubble transport equation is

∂nbub

∂t
+
∂(nbubu)
∂x

= Jbub, (12)

where nbub is the number density of bubbles in the flow and Jbub is the creation or
destruction rate of bubbles in the flow. The transport of interfacial area density is given
by

∂aint

∂t
+
∂(aintu)
∂x

= S a, (13)

where aint is the interfacial area density separating liquid and vapor and S a denotes the
creation or destruction rate of interfacial area. S a is either provided implicitly based on
the creation rate of bubbles, or conservation is assumed, such that S a = 0. Details on
the estimate of the interfacial area density are given in Section 3.4.

2.4. Heat transfer and friction
For all the flow models above, the wall friction is calculated using the Friedel

(1979) correlation and the heat transferred through the pipe wall is calculated by solv-
ing the heat equation in the radial direction in a two-layer domain, as described by
Aursand et al. (2017). The in-pipe heat-transfer coefficient is estimated based on the
Dittus–Boelter correlation, see, e.g. Bejan (1993, Chap. 6) and the outside heat-
transfer coefficient is estimated to be 4 W m−2 K−1. To account for the enhanced heat
transfer due to boiling/flashing at the wall, the correlation of Gungor and Winterton
(1987) is applied for its simplicity. For more details on the friction and heat-transfer
modeling, see Munkejord et al. (2021).
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2.5. Initial and boundary conditions

The flow models were applied to simulate pipe depressurization experiments. For
these experiments, we assume that the fluid is initially stationary, u = 0, and that it has
a uniform pressure distribution, p = pinit. The initial temperature profile along the pipe
is set based on recorded initial temperatures in the pipe using linear interpolation. As
the initial condition for all cases considered here are fully in the liquid phase, αv,init = 0.
For the initial condition of the pipe wall temperature, the steady state temperature is
calculated based on the initial fluid temperature and the ambient temperature outside
the pipe. The governing equations for the heat transfer are described by Aursand et al.
(2017).

At the left end of the pipe, x = 0, the pipe is assumed to be fully open to the outside
where p = patm. The numerical method applied to estimate the flow at the open end
of the pipe is briefly summarized in Section 4, and details can be found in Log et al.
(2024). At the right end of the pipe, the pipe has a closed wall. However, in the present
work, the simulation times are too short for pressure waves to reach this region.

2.6. Thermophysical property models

The thermodynamic properties of the two-phase mixture are obtained with our in-
house framework (Wilhelmsen et al., 2017) using the GERG-2008 (Kunz and Wagner,
2012) equation of state (EOS). An open source version of the thermodynamic library
can be found at GitHub (Hammer et al., 2023). The EOS is used to calculate the
densities and energies of the existing phases in both the stable and metastable region.
The metastability limit or spinodal curve of the liquid phase is calculated based on(

∂p`
∂ρ`

)
T`

= 0, (14)

which is defined by the EOS.

3. Mass transfer in the homogeneous flashing model

In the present work, we model the mass-transfer rate, Γ, for the HFM as the sum
of three terms: homogeneous nucleation, heterogeneous nucleation and evaporation
through the liquid–vapor interface of bubbles in the flow:

Γ = Γhom + Γhet + Γevap. (15)

The bubble source term in the transport equation for bubbles (12), Jbub, is modeled in
a similar way

Jbub = Jhom + Jhet + Jbreak + Jcoal, (16)

where subscript ‘break’ denotes bubble breakup and subscript ‘coal’ stands for coales-
cence of bubbles. Jcoal is modeled implicitly by limiting the bubble surface area in a
control volume when a certain threshold for αv is reached, as suggested by Pinhasi et al.
(2005). We present the details on the modeling of each of the terms in the following
sections.
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3.1. Homogeneous nucleation

Homogeneous nucleation describes the formation of embryos of a new phase within
a mother phase through random thermal fluctuations. Classical nucleation theory pro-
vides a formal estimate on the nucleation rate of critically-sized embryos through ran-
dom density fluctuations. Here, critically-sized refers to the size where the embryo is
just large enough not to collapse back to the mother phase. The derivation of this rate
is thoroughly presented by Debenedetti (1997), and we here simply state the resulting
equations. Note that we have presented similar descriptions of CNT in Hammer et al.
(2022) and Skarsvåg et al. (2023), and it is re-stated here for completeness.

The nucleation rate (critically-sized embryos formed per volume and time) is de-
fined as an Arrhenius-type rate law,

Jhom = K exp
(
−

∆G∗

kBT`

)
, (17)

where ∆G is the free-energy barrier of embryo formation, kB is the Boltzmann constant
and K is a kinetic prefactor. The superscript ∗ denotes properties of a critically-sized
embryo. For the formation of bubbles in a superheated liquid, the free-energy barrier
is estimated to be

∆G∗ =
4πσr∗2

3
, (18)

where σ denotes the surface tension and r the radius of the bubble. It is assumed that
the surface tension of the bubble, σ, is equal to the macroscopic surface tension of a
planar interface between the liquid and vapor at equilibrium (Aasen et al., 2023). We
use the correlation of Rathjen and Straub (1977) to model the surface tension of CO2.

The critical radius of the bubble is approximated as

r∗ =
2σ

psat(T`) − p`
, (19)

where psat(T`) is the saturation pressure at the temperature of the liquid. The kinetic
prefactor can be approximated as

K = ρ̃`

√
2σ
πm

, (20)

where m is the mass of one molecule and ρ̃` = ρ`/m is the number density of molecules
in the liquid. The mass-transfer rate from liquid to vapor due to homogeneous nucle-
ation of bubbles is then estimated to be

Γhom = ρg,sat(T`)VbubJhom, (21)

where the volume of a critically-sized bubble is

Vbub =
4
3
πr∗3. (22)

Assuming that the depressurization path in the liquid phase is isentropic, we can
estimate the maximum attained superheat in pipe depressurization tests with pure CO2.
See, e.g., Log et al. (2022). In Figure 6, we compare the maximum attained super-
heat for CO2 pipe depressurization experiments (Botros et al., 2016; Log et al., 2024),
with a heat map of bubble nucleation rates predicted by CNT. For high temperatures,
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Figure 6: The homogeneous nucleation rate of critically-sized bubbles for CO2 calculated using CNT with
the GERG-2008 EOS, compared to the estimated maximum superheat observed in full-bore depressurization
experiments (Log et al., 2024; Botros et al., 2016). The markers with red edges show points where the max-
imum superheat was reached in the experiments despite the homogeneous bubble nucleation rate calculated
by CNT being lower than 10−10 bubbles m−3 s−1.

the maximum attainable superheat coincides with regions where significant amounts
of bubbles are nucleated as predicted by CNT. However, for colder depressurization
cases, we observe five experiments where the maximum superheat is reached in a re-
gion where lower nucleation rates than Jhom = 10−10 bubbles m−3 s−1 are predicted.
This means that it should take over 316 years for a single, critically-sized bubble to
form in a cubic meter of liquid CO2, yet the experimental results suggest that flashing
occurred. This deviation from CNT is observed for a variety of systems and fluids, and
it is generally understood to be caused by heterogeneous bubble nucleation.

3.2. Heterogeneous nucleation
Heterogeneous nucleation refers to the formation of an embryo of a new phase

within the mother phase on a surface, such as suspended impurities or a confining wall.
As described in the introduction, there are currently two main methods being applied
to estimate heterogeneous nucleation for flashing or boiling liquids. One method is
based on the assumption that the bubbles form through density fluctuations with a
reduced activation energy. The nucleation rate then becomes similar to CNT, but with
the activation energy multiplied by a reduction factor between 0 and 1.

Expressions for the reduction factor has been derived for ideally flat surfaces and
conical cavities, depending on knowledge of the contact angle of the fluid on the sur-
face (Debenedetti, 1997; Wilt, 1986). However, these estimates fail to reproduce the
superheat limits obtained during flashing in real (non-ideal) systems, see, e.g., Deli-
giannis and Cleaver (1990); Elias and Chambré (1993). To fit experimental data at low
reduced temperatures, the reduction factor for the activation energy must be as small as
10−7 and 10−6 (Deligiannis and Cleaver, 1990; Elias and Chambré, 1993; Wilhelmsen
and Aasen, 2022). The other method, denoted the crevice model or wall nucleation,
assumes that the nucleation is aided by trapped bubbles in crevices providing a surface
for the liquid to evaporate into (Bankoff, 1958; Apfel, 1970; Atchley and Prosperetti,
1989; Chappell and Payne, 2007). The trapped vapor seeds are denoted as nucleation
sites.

We base our present model on the assumptions of the crevice model. However,
we do not wish to derive complex correlations of the kind that have been developed for
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Figure 7: Illustration of evaporation system where vapor is withdrawn from the cell at the same rate as liquid
is being supplied. The interface between the phases is assumed to be perfectly flat.

water, e.g., Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii (1983); Shin and Jones (1993); Blinkov et al.
(1993); Hibiki and Ishii (2003). For simplicity, we assume that there exist a number of
“perfect” nucleation sites in the pipe and that these nucleation sites provide a constant
rate of mass transfer from liquid to vapor if the liquid is superheated. Similarly we also
assume a constant rate of bubbles being produced due to the heterogeneous nucleation.
The mass-transfer rate and bubble creation rate are then simply modeled as:

Γhet = Km, and Jhet = Kb. (23)

We choose Km and Kb as constant values fitted as well as possible to our CO2 de-
pressurization experiments, as reported in Section 5.2. This model for heterogeneous
nucleation is not predictive, as opposed to the model for homogeneous nucleation.

3.3. Evaporation through bubble growth

Once bubbles have formed through nucleation, we assume that rapid evaporation
will take place at the bubble surface. Most authors assume that the evaporation through
the bubble surface is governed by heat transfer between the phases, see, e.g., Win-
ters and Merte (1979); Blinkov et al. (1993); Ivashnyov et al. (2000); Liao and Lucas
(2017a). In the present work, we assume that evaporation is driven by the difference
in chemical potential between the liquid and vapor phases, and estimate the evapora-
tion flux using linear non-equilibrium thermodynamics coupled with kinetic theory as
described in Kjelstrup and Bedeaux (2008), Chapter 11.

Consider a partially filled funnel with a liquid–vapor interface, where liquid is con-
tinuously supplied from the bottom as evaporation takes place such that the interface
remains stationary, as illustrated in Figure 7. We ignore viscous effects and assume
a constant pressure in the system. Furthermore, the surface is regarded as flat on a
molecular scale. As described in more detail in Chapter 11 of Kjelstrup and Bedeaux
(2008), the mass-transfer rate through the interface during evaporation or condensation
can be estimated as

Γevap

aint
=

1

Rs,`
µµ + Rs,v

µµ

µ` − µv

T
, (24)

where µk denotes the chemical potential of phase k ∈ {`, v}, Rs,`
µµ is the resistivity of mass

transfer between the surface and the liquid and Rs,v
µµ is the resistivity of mass transfer

between the surface and the vapor phase. Applying simplifying assumptions and the
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(a) Estimated evaporation mass flux through a liquid-vapor
interface based on Equations (24) and (25).
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(b) Rate of change in pressure for a closed volume with the
evaporation mass flux shown in Fig (a), assuming that T` =

Tv and p` = pv.

Figure 8: Calculated evaporation mass flux (a) and the resulting rate of change in pressure in a closed system
(b) shown in the CO2 phase diagram.

kinetic theory of gases, the sum of the resistivities can be approximated as (Kjelstrup
and Bedeaux, 2008)

Rs,`
µµ + Rs,v

µµ =
2kB

ump(T s)ρsat
v (T s)m

(
α−1 +

1
5π
−

31
32

)
, (25)

where T s is the temperature of the interface, ump(T s) =
√

2kBT s/πm is the most prob-
able thermal velocity, ρsat

v (T s) is the density of saturated vapor at the surface between
liquid and vapor and α is the condensation coefficient approximating the fraction of in-
cident particles which are absorbed by the liquid surface after collision. In the present
work, we take T s = T due to the temperature equilibrium condition of the pipe flow
model. We further assume that α = 0.5, i.e., that half of the incident particles on the
liquid surface will pass through it.

In Figure 8a, we show how the mass flux predicted by this evaporation model varies
for different regions in the phase diagram. For a closed system with a volume of 1 m3,
a surface area of 1 m2, and the thermodynamic constraints of our flow model (T` = Tv,
p` = pv), the resulting rate of change in pressure caused by the predicted evaporation
mass flux is illustrated in Figure 8b. We note that these plots seem to better agree with
the maximum superheat observed for colder temperatures in depressurization experi-
ments.

3.4. Interfacial area density
In order to determine the total mass-transfer rate caused by evaporation at the bub-

ble surface, the interfacial area density between liquid and vapor must be determined,
cf. Equation (24). Similarly to the approach described by Pinhasi et al. (2005), our
estimates depend on assumed flow regimes based on the volume fraction of vapor in
the flow.

We assume that the bubbles stay separate up until αv = 0.3. With the assumption
that the bubbles are perfectly spherical, we can then apply the transport equation for
the number density of bubbles to estimate the interfacial area density in the flow.

At volume fractions of 0.3 ≤ αv ≤ 0.7, it is assumed that the bubbles will coalesce
and break apart. For simplicity, we generally assume that the coalescence and break-
up of bubbles keeps the total interfacial area density conserved. We then apply the
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transport equation (13) for the interfacial area density with S a = 0 to find aint,cons.
However, if we are approaching conditions where bubble breakup should dominate,
we calculate the surface area density based on the number density of bubbles after
break up has occurred. The model for bubble breakup is provided in the next section.

At αv = 0.7, we assume that the flow has transitioned to droplet flow. As we lack a
model to predict the number of droplets that will be present at this stage, the interfacial
area density is currently modeled with a simple correlation to ensure that aint vanishes
for single-phase flow when αv = 1.

Our estimate can be summarized as follows for different volume fractions of vapor:

aint =


(36πnb)1/3α2/3

v if 0 ≤ αv ≤ 0.3 or ∆nbub,break > 0 and αv ≤ 0.7
aint,cons if 0.3 < αv ≤ 0.7
aint,cons

0.3
(1 − αv) if 0.7 < αv ≤ 1

, (26)

where the subscript “cons” denotes that the interfacial area density is taken from the in-
terfacial area conservation and ∆nbub,break denotes the change in bubble number density
due to bubble breakup as described in the following section.

3.5. Bubble breakup

We model the bubble breakup process inspired by the approach outlined by Ivash-
nyov et al. (2000). It is assumed that bubble breakup will occur once a critical Weber
number is approached. We estimate the Weber number based on the expression of
Levich (1962) as suggested by Hesketh et al. (1987) for the application on turbulent
flow in horizontal pipes:

We =

 2r
1.38

ρ0.3
`
ρ0.3

v η0.1
`

σ0.6

|u` |1.1

D0.5
pipe

1/0.6

, (27)

where r is the bubble radius, η` is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid phase and Dpipe is
the inner diameter of the pipe. To avoid division by zero at the critical point, we limit
the surface tension such that σ ≈ σ(0.95Tcrit) if T > 0.95Tcrit. The current radius of
the bubbles is calculated using the volume fraction and number density of bubbles:

r =

(
3

4π
αv

nbub

)1/3

, (28)

where we have assumed that the bubbles are spherical.
We assume that the maximum possible bubble radius is the one where the critical

Weber number is reached:

rmax =
1.38We0.6

crit

2
σ0.6

ρ0.3
`
ρ0.2

v ν0.1
`

D0.5
pipe

|u` |1.1
. (29)

rmax then defines the minimum, or critical, number of bubbles in the flow:

ncrit,break =
αv

4
3πr3

max
. (30)

In Ivashnyov et al. (2000), if the Weber number in the flow is found to be greater than
the critical Weber number, the corresponding minimum number density of bubbles is
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enforced in the flow. Here, we instead apply a logistic function which continuously
increases from the present number of bubbles to the critical number of bubbles as a
function of the Weber number.

∆nbub,break =
ncrit, break − nbub

1 + exp (−k (We −Wecrit))
(31)

where k is the growth rate of the function. We find that setting k = 30 and Wecrit = 2.1
works reasonably well for our test cases. We limit the calculated radius to be smaller
than or equal to r = 10−5 m. The choice of this threshold radius is connected to the
choice of the critical Weber number and can therefore not be considered an independent
parameter.

For the pipe depressurization cases studied in the present work, the resulting pres-
sure near the open end of the pipe is very sensitive to the choice of the critical Weber
number. There is no guarantee that the present model will extend to other test cases nor
to longer time-frames for the cases that are considered in the present study. The main
role of the bubble breakup model is to elevate the pressure near the open end of the
pipe over time, accounting for a pressure hump effect observed in experiments (Log
et al., 2024; Ivashnyov et al., 2000). We expect the sensitivity to the critical Weber
number to reduce for more refined models, e.g., allowing for a temperature difference
in the phases such that heat-transfer governed bubble growth can be applied.

3.6. Summary

This section provides a concise overview of the relevant equations for the mass-
transfer model in the HFM. The mass-transfer rate in the HFM consists of the sum
of contributions from homogeneous nucleation, heterogeneous nucleation and bubble
growth through evaporation:

Γ = Γhom + Γhet + Γevap, (32)

where Γhom is calculated using CNT and is given by Equation (21), Γhet = Km where Km

is a constant chosen to fit experimental data and
Γevap

aint
is estimated using Equation (24).

To determine the mass transfer due to evaporation, Γevap, we must estimate the in-
terfacial area density between the liquid and vapor phases, aint. The interfacial area
density aint is approximated by Equation (26), where different flow regimes are as-
sumed based on the volume fraction of vapor.

When αv < 0.3, or αv < 0.7 and bubble breakup is found to dominate, aint is
estimated based on the bubble number density in the flow. The bubble source term in
the transport equation (12) for bubbles, Jbub, is modeled by

Jbub = Jhom + Jhet + Jbreak + Jcoal, (33)

where Jhom is calculated using CNT and is given by Equation (17) and Jhet = Kb where
Kb is a constant fitted to experimental data. The bubble number density added due
to bubble breakup is described in Section 3.5. Provided that bubble breakup is not
dominating the flow, coalescence of bubbles is emulated by enforcing the conservation
of interfacial area density for 0.3 ≤ αv ≤ 0.7. Finally, for αv > 0.7 a simple function is
applied to ensure that aint → 0 as αv → 1.
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4. Numerical methods

4.1. Numerical discretization
We now consider the numerical solution of the HFM. The governing equations,

(5)–(8) with the additional flow topology equations (12)–(13), can be written in the
vectorial form

∂U
∂t

+
∂F
∂x

= S, (34)

where

U =



αvρv

α`ρ`
ρu
E

nbub
aint


, F(U) =



αvρvu
α`ρ`u
ρu2 + p
(E + p)u

nbubu
aintu


, S =



Γ

−Γ

ρgx − F

Q

Jbub
S a


,

and where we include both the bubble transport equation and the transport equation for
interfacial area density. Depending on the resulting local volume fraction, the rate of
change of interfacial area, S a, is set to zero or determined based on the bubble transport
equation, in consistency with Section 3.4. The flow topology equations are linearly
independent and contribute to the eigenstructure of the system with two characteristic
waves overlapping the contact discontinuity, having eigenvalues of u.

The system (34) is solved using a classical first-order fractional step method known
as Godunov splitting (LeVeque, 2002, Ch. 17). In Godunov splitting, two steps are
applied to reach the solution. First, the homogeneous part of the system is solved
without the source term,

∂U
∂t

+
∂F
∂x

= 0. (35)

The solution of the first step is then applied in the second relaxation step, where the
following ODE is solved

dU
dt

= S(U). (36)

The homogeneous part of the system is solved using the Harten–Lax–van Leer-
Contact (HLLC) finite-volume method (FVM) (Toro et al., 1994) in space and the
explicit Euler method in time. Details on the HLLC FVM for the HRM* can be found
in Log et al. (2024). The transport equations for the bubble number density and the
interfacial area density are discretized equivalently to the mass balance equations in
Log et al. (2024). Finally, the ODE (36) is solved with the implicit Euler method using
Newton-Raphson iterations. The ODE is solved simultaneously with the thermody-
namic variables, as described in the following section.

At the open end of the pipe, a Bernoulli-choking-pressure boundary condition
(BBC) is applied using a single ghost cell outside the computational domain of the
pipe. Details on the BBC for the HRM* can be found in Log et al. (2024), and the
method is equivalent for the HFM. Briefly summarized, the flow velocity, entropy and
mass fraction are extrapolated from the first cell in the computational domain and the
pressure in the ghost cell is set as the approximate choking pressure based on a steady
flow assumption. If the liquid spinodal is reached along the flow isentrope, the mini-
mum amount of vapor required to keep the liquid stable is added to avoid issues with
the thermodynamic calculations. The assumption of frozen or minimal flashing ensures
that the pressure set in the ghost cell is always equal to or lower than the pressure in the
computational domain. Thus, the BC cannot restrict the predicted pressure undershoot
or superheat in the computational domain.
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4.2. Evaluation of the thermodynamic state and mass transfer in each grid cell

The thermodynamic state and mass transfer is evaluated in each grid cell in the
domain to satisfy the governing equations of the flow. After the conservative part of the
flow equations is solved using the HLLC FVM, the resulting conserved variables will
be known in each grid cell: (αvρv)spec, (α`ρ`)spec, (ρu)spec, Espec, nbub, spec and aint, spec,
where the subscript spec denotes specified variables. Based on the known variables,
the total density of the fluid in the given grid cell is

ρspec = (αvρv)spec + (α`ρ`)spec, (37)

the velocity of the flow is

uspec =
(ρu)spec

ρspec
(38)

and the internal energy of the mixture becomes

(ρe)spec = Espec −
1
2
ρspecu2

spec. (39)

In order to define the thermodynamic state of the two phases in the HFM, four ther-
modynamic variables are needed. We choose to solve for αv, ρv, ρ` and T . Addi-
tionally, we solve for the number of bubbles in the flow. These variables must satisfy
the mass balances for the two phases, the conservation of internal energy during the
mass-transfer process, the equality of pressures for the two phases and the balance of
bubbles:

f =



αvρv −
(
(αvρv)spec + ∆mv

)
(1 − αv)ρ` −

(
(α`ρ`)spec + ∆m`

)
αvρvev(ρv,T ) + (1 − αv)ρ`e`(ρ`,T ) − (ρe)spec

pv(ρv,T ) − p`(ρ`,T )
nbub −

(
nbub,spec + ∆nbub

)


= 0, (40)

where ∆mv denotes the mass transfer from liquid to vapor during the time step ∆t,

∆mv = −∆m` =

∫ t+∆t

t
Γdt. (41)

We presently apply a simple Euler step in the time integration:

∆mv ≈ Γ∆t. (42)

Similarly, ∆nbub denotes the nucleation of bubbles during this time step:

∆nbub = (Jhom + Jhet)∆t. (43)

Note that ∆mv = ∆mv(αv, ρv, ρ`,T ) and ∆nbub = ∆nbub(αv, ρv, ρ`,T ), i.e., the mass-
transfer term Γ and bubble creation rates Jhom, Jhet are functions of the solution state.
The method is therefore implicit, so the mass transfer is solved using the implicit Euler
method. Note that the complete two-step solution procedure with the HLLC FVM and
the subsequent implicit solution of the ODE (36) using Equation (40) ensures mixture-
energy-consistency as defined by Pelanti and Shyue (2014).

The set of equations (40) can be solved by an iterative method. In the present work,
we apply a Newton-Raphson solver. For numerical reasons we found it best to add the
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Table 1: Initial conditions of the full-bore CO2 depressurization tests.

Test no. Pressure avg. (MPa) Temperature avg. (◦C) Ambient temp. (◦C)

4** 12.54 21.1 22
6** 10.40 40.0 6
8** 12.22 24.6 9
19* 12.47 10.2 18
22* 12.48 14.9 14
23* 12.19 31.5 15
24* 11.56 35.8 10
25† 12.27 4.6 -8.5

** Munkejord et al. (2020a), * Log et al. (2024), † present work.

contribution of bubble breakup directly in the calculation of the interfacial area density
during the iteration process. The contribution of bubble breakup is therefore always
included in the mass-transfer calculation, but the number of bubbles is only updated
with the bubbles generated due to breakup after the iterations have converged.

In certain areas of the phase diagram, CNT predicts extremely small values for the
rate of bubbles and mass being added to the flow. In order to avoid numerical issues
with vanishingly small masses and numbers of bubbles being produced, we enforce the
following threshold: If the iterations converge to a solution with αvρv < 10−100, we set
ρ` = ρspec, nbub = 0 and αv = 0.

5. Results and discussion

In this section, we briefly introduce the experimental data used to fit the parameters
for heterogeneous nucleation in the HFM in Section 5.1 and evaluate the model fit in
Section 5.2. We then compare the modeled pressure estimates to experimental values
for different initial conditions with very different flashing characteristics in Section 5.3.
Finally, we investigate the contributions of the homogeneous and heterogeneous bubble
nucleation models of the HFM in more detail in Section 5.4.

5.1. Depressurization experiments
To show the range of applicability of the present model, we compare calculations

with data from the ECCSEL depressurization facility (ECCSEL, 2021). The test sec-
tion consists of a 61.67 m long pipe with an inner diameter of 40.8 mm. The pipe is
densely instrumented with high-frequency pressure and temperature sensors. The pres-
sure measurements are logged at 100 kHz and the measurement uncertainty has been
estimated to be 60 kPa with a 95% confidence level. Details on the experimental setup,
procedure and equipment, including the heat transfer properties of the test section and
surface roughness of the pipe can be found in Munkejord et al. (2020a).

As discussed in further detail by Log et al. (2024), a series of full-bore depressur-
ization tests with pure CO2 have been conducted at this facility for a range of initial
temperatures. The data from these experiments are available at Zenodo (Munkejord
et al., 2020b; Log et al., 2023a). The initial conditions for these tests, including one
new test (Test 25), are presented in Table 1. Test 25 is the coldest test conducted at the
facility to date and its results are first presented here. The data from this experiment is
available at Log et al. (2023b).

We show the depressurization paths of the warmest (Test 6), coldest (Test 25) and
the intermediate-temperature test (Test 4) in the CO2 phase diagram in Figure 9. We
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Figure 9: Calculated single-phase isentropic depressurization paths of the warmest (Test 6), coldest (Test 25)
and an intermediate temperature (Test 4) depressurization test conducted at the ECCSEL depressurization
facility. The dashed part of the depressurization paths illustrate the possible metastable path before flashing
begins.

also show the homogeneous superheat limit (Jhom(T ) = 1012 bubbles m−3 s−1) in the
phase diagram. The warmest test has a depressurization path which crosses the satu-
ration curve at a temperature 1.2 K below the critical temperature. The intermediate-
temperature experiment crosses the saturation curve at a temperature 18.5 K below the
critical temperature while that temperature difference is 32.5 K for the coldest experi-
ment. As shown in Figure 9, the depressurization path of the coldest test, Test 25, does
not cross the superheat limit estimated from homogeneous nucleation, so this test is
only affected by heterogeneous nucleation.

5.2. Choice of coefficients in the heterogeneous nucleation model

In this section, we demonstrate how the choice of the mass-transfer rate (Km) and
bubble nucleation rate (Kb) modeling heterogeneous nucleation (23) affects the result-
ing depressurization wave inside the pipe. This investigation was done for all the full-
bore depressurization tests reported in Table 1, with similar results for all the tests. In
the following, we take Test 4 as an example to be discussed in detail. We model the
flow in 15 m of the pipe using N = 250 grid cells. The grid was found to be sufficiently
fine while providing a low computational time for model fitting.

In Figure 10a we show the resulting pressure profile in the pipe at t = 20 ms when
we vary Kb while keeping Km = 400 kg m−3 s−1 constant. When Kb = 0 we get a lin-
ear increase in pressure from the pipe outlet until the equilibrium pressure is reached
approximately 4 m inside the pipe. When the bubble nucleation rate is increased, the
pressure rises faster near the outlet, creating a more curved pressure profile in the re-
gion before the equilibrium pressure is met, 4 m inside the pipe. For higher bubble
nucleation rates, the pressure profile approaches the profile predicted by the HEM.

In Figure 10b, we show the resulting pressure profile in the pipe at t = 20 ms when
we vary Km while keeping Kb = 10 bubbles m−3 s−1 constant. Varying Km affects the
resulting pressure level. For Km = 100 kg m−3 s−1, the pressure remains lower than the
equilibrium pressure in the region behind the single-phase portion of the depressuriza-
tion wave, i.e., for x < 7.5 m. For Km = 400 kg m−3 s−1, the equilibrium pressure is met
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(a) Pressure profile along the pipe for varying heterogeneous
bubble nucleation rates, Kb and a constant mass-transfer rate,
Km = 400 kg m−3 s−1.
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Figure 10: Investigation of the effect of varying the bubble formation rate and the mass-transfer rate caused
by heterogeneous nucleation for Test 4 (with initial conditions given in Table 1). The results are plotted at
time t = 20 ms.

Table 2: The mean absolute percentage error for the model fit of the HRM* and HFM pressure predictions
to the experimental measurements at 8 cm, 28 cm, 48.4 cm and 1.6 m from the open end of the pipe over
t = 20 ms after disk rupture.

Test no. Temperature avg. (◦C) MAPE HRM* (%) MAPE HFM (%)

6 40.0 2.2 1.7
24 35.8 4.2 3.2
23 31.5 7.4 5.8
8 24.6 7.8 6.3
4 21.1 8.3 3.5
22 14.9 12.7 6.8
19 10.2 7.6 9.0
25 4.6 10.8 11.5

around 4 m inside the pipe, and for Km = 1000 kg m−3 s−1 the equilibrium pressure is
met around 2.5 m inside the pipe.

The parameter values for Kb and Km were fitted by visual inspection to capture
the recorded pressure profile at t = 20 ms and the recorded pressure traces for the
first 20 ms of the depressurization, for all of the experiments listed in Table 1. We
found that applying Kb = 10 bubbles m−3 s−1 and Km = 400 kg m−3 s−1 gave the best
agreement with the experimental results for all cases. The resulting pressure profiles
for the remaining depressurization tests conducted at different initial conditions are
shown in Figure 11, and Figures 13 and 18.

We now assess and compare the model fit of the HRM* and HFM models to the
experimental data using the average mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) at four
sensor locations close to the open end of the pipe over the first t = 20 ms after the
disk rupture at 0.1 ms intervals. For these simulations, a fine grid was applied with
N = 2500 cells. The sensor locations were 8 cm, 28 cm, 48.4 cm and 1.6 m from the
open end of the pipe, and the result is reported in Table 2. The average MAPE was
7.6% for the HRM* and 6.0% for the HFM. The HFM gave a lower MAPE for all
tests, except the two coldest ones. The mass transfer for the HRM* is determined by
the relaxation time which varies significantly for each depressurization case using the
correlation (10) to fit the data (Log et al., 2024). The HFM achieved a similar accuracy
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(a) Test 24: p0 = 11.6 MPa, T0 = 35.8 ◦C
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(b) Test 23: p0 = 12.2 MPa, T0 = 31.5 ◦C
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(c) Test 8: p0 = 12.2 MPa, T0 = 24.6 ◦C
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(d) Test 22: p0 = 12.5 MPa, T0 = 14.9 ◦C
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(e) Test 19: p0 = 12.5 MPa, T0 = 10.2 ◦C

Figure 11: Comparison of experimentally measured and modeled pressure profiles along the pipe at t = 20 ms
for depressurization tests conducted at various initial temperatures. For the HFM, setting the parameters for
heterogeneous nucleation to Kb = 10 bubbles m−3 s−1 and Km = 400 kg m−3 s−1 worked well for all the tests.
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while applying constant parameter values. This supports our hypothesis that including
homogeneous nucleation in flashing flow models improves their predictive ability.

5.2.1. A note on the chosen value for Kb

The fitted value of the heterogeneous bubble nucleation rate, Kb, in the HFM sug-
gests that only 10 bubbles nucleate heterogeneously in one cubic meter of CO2 per
second. This number is very low, and likely not physical. In practice, such a low
value of Kb leads to a limited surface area for evaporation to occur, thus limiting the
evaporation/bubble growth in the model. Therefore, the present bubble growth model
described in Section 3.3 may be too strong, for the following reasons:

• One of the model assumptions for the bubble growth is that the evaporation oc-
curs through a stationary surface. However, there is a limited quantity of liquid
available to be supplied towards the liquid–vapor interface and evaporate at any
given moment to keep the surface stationary. The process is instead likely lim-
ited by the heat transfer between the bubble and the surrounding liquid, and/or
the wall of the pipe.

• The present model assumes that the process of bubble growth is driven by a
difference in chemical potentials between the phases. Our flow model further
assumes equal temperatures and pressures of the phases. This causes a thermo-
dynamic state of the liquid–vapor mixture which may exaggerate the difference
in chemical potentials between the phases, causing a too high driving force for
bubble growth.

• The present formulation of the resistivities in the bubble growth model is based
on kinetic gas theory and several simplifying assumptions and relations which
may not be representative in the relevant area of the phase diagram. Furthermore,
the accommodation coefficient for evaporation through the surface of the bubble
is unknown and may not be constant.

Based on the limitations of the bubble growth (and flow) model currently applied, it
may be advantageous to test the HFM mass-transfer terms for a flow model which
allows the phases to be at different temperatures, and apply a bubble growth model
driven by heat transfer, such as the ones in Shin and Jones (1993); Blinkov et al. (1993);
Ivashnyov et al. (2000) and Liao and Lucas (2017a).

5.3. Comparison to experimental measurements

We now study in more detail how the flow models presented in Section 2 fit the
experimental measurements for the warm (Test 6), intermediate temperature (Test 4)
and cold (Test 25) pipe depressurization experiments. For all the tests, we model 15 m
of the pipe using a fine grid with N = 2500 grid cells and applying a CFL number of
0.9. The simulations end at tend = 20 ms. For the heterogeneous nucleation in the HFM,
we set Kb = 10 bubbles m−3 s−1 and Km = 400 kg m−3 s−1 for all cases, as discussed in
the previous section. For the HRM*, the relaxation time is found using the correlation
(10), which gave θ = 0.04 ms for Test 6, θ = 1.50 ms for Test 4 and θ = 2.82 ms for
Test 25.
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(a) 28 cm from open end.
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Figure 12: Comparison of experimentally measured pressure at x = 28 cm and x = 160 cm from open end
with model predictions of the HEM, HRM* and the HFM for the warm depressurization test, Test 6.

5.3.1. Test 6 — warmest case
In Figure 12, we show the experimental and modeled pressure traces for Test 6 at

the positions x = 28 cm and x = 160 cm from the open end of the pipe. We compare
the results to the HEM and the HRM*. As discussed in detail in Log et al. (2024),
nearly no non-equilibrium effects are present for this test due to the depressurization
path crossing the saturation curve so close to the critical point of CO2. The HEM’s
predicted pressure is in excellent agreement with the recorded pressure trace, both at
x = 28 cm as shown in Figure 12a and x = 160 cm as shown in Figure 12b. The HRM*
pressure overlaps with that of HEM, as it is explicitly fitted with a short relaxation time.
The HFM pressure prediction mostly overlaps with that of HEM and is also in excellent
agreement with the recorded pressure traces. After t = 10 ms, the HFM predicts a few
bar lower pressure than the recorded pressure at x = 28 cm from the open end of the
pipe.

Note that the HEM and HRM* predictions for this case are forced to be at or close
to equilibrium. This is not the case for the HFM. The near-equilibrium result of the
HFM is due to the accurate flashing model and in particular the homogeneous nucle-
ation term, which is very strong near the critical point. Also note that for the present
case, a small error in the numerical solution procedure can bring the liquid phase into its
thermodynamically unstable region, causing thermodynamic solution routines to fail.
Thus, the present case demonstrates the robustness of the numerical solution method
for the HRM* and HFM as well.

We further compare the model predictions with the recorded pressure profile along
the pipe at t = 20 ms as shown in Figure 13. In Figure 13a we show the measured
and modeled pressure profile along 15 m of the pipe. As observed earlier, the pressure
predictions of both HEM and HRM* agree well with the experimental recordings. The
HFM provides nearly overlapping predictions with the HEM, with the exception of a
somewhat lower predicted pressure near the open end of the pipe. This can be seen
more easily in Figure 13b, where we have zoomed in on the pressure plateau and the
slow-moving part of the depressurization wave in the two-phase mixture. We note
that a similar trend is observed in the experimental data near the open end. The lower
pressure occurs in a region where the HFM predicts αv > 0.7.

For αv > 0.7, we assume that the interfacial area between liquid and vapor starts to
decrease, cf. Equation (26) which gives an exponential decrease in the interfacial area
density. For αv = 0.74, at x = 0.455 m the interfacial area has reduced significantly
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(b) t = 20 ms (zoomed). The vertical lines indicate the points
where αg = 0.7 (dash dotted) and αg = 0.74 (dashed).

Figure 13: Comparison of experimentally measured pressure along the pipe with model predictions of the
HEM, HRM* and the HFM for the warm depressurization test, Test 6.
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Figure 14: HFM prediction of volume fraction (red, left y axis) and interfacial area density (green, right y
axis) along the pipe for the warm depressurization test, Test 6. The vertical lines indicate the points where
αg = 0.7 (dash dotted) and αg = 0.74 (dashed). t = 20 ms.

enough that evaporation/bubble growth cannot keep the pressure elevated to the satu-
ration pressure. The volume fraction and estimated interfacial area density along the
pipe are shown in Figure 14. The experimental data is consistent with a reduction in
the interfacial area density near the open end, though it seems to occur slightly closer
to the open end than what is predicted by the HFM.

5.3.2. Test 4 — Intermediate-temperature case
In Figure 15, we show the experimental and modeled pressure traces for Test 4 at

the positions x = 28 cm and x = 160 cm from the open end of the pipe. For this test, the
recorded pressure traces and pressure prediction of the non-equilibrium models clearly
deviate from the pressure modeled by HEM. The HEM overpredicts the pressure, es-
pecially for the first 10 ms near the open end of the pipe, as shown in Figure 15a.
Further inside the pipe, the HEM pressure prediction is still too high, but the deviation
is smaller. The HFM pressure agrees well with the recorded pressure traces, both at
x = 28 cm and x = 160 cm, though the model fails to capture an increased pressure
undershoot occurring at x = 28 cm for t =2.5 ms to 5 ms. At x = 160 cm, the HFM
pressure overlaps nearly perfectly with the recorded pressure. In this region the HRM*
slightly overpredicts the pressure.
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(a) 28 cm from open end.
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Figure 15: Comparison of experimentally measured pressure at x = 28 cm and x = 160 cm from open end
with model predictions of the HEM, HRM* and the HFM for the intermediate-temperature depressurization
test, Test 4.
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Figure 16: Comparison of experimentally measured pressure along the pipe with model predictions of the
HEM, HRM* and the HFM for the intermediate-temperature depressurization test, Test 4.

In Figure 16, we compare model predictions with the recorded pressure profile
along the pipe at t = 20 ms. As shown in Figure 16a, the HEM overpredicts the pressure
near the open end for x < 4 m, and gives a too slow-moving two-phase wave. The
HRM* predicts a too low pressure at the pipe outlet and then predicts a too fast increase
in the pressure along the x-axis. The HFM pressure agrees very well with the recorded
pressure profile in the pipe. The difference in the pressure predictions of the models
is most pronounced near the pipe outlet and can be more clearly seen in Figure 16b,
where we zoom in on the first 5 m of the pipe. The elevated pressure near the open
end for HFM is caused by the bubble breakup model. The bubble breakup provides
extra available interfacial area for bubble growth, enhancing the flashing. This is in
agreement with the results of Ivashnyov et al. (2000).

5.3.3. Test 25 — coldest case
In Figure 17, we show the experimental and modeled pressure traces for Test 25 at

the positions x = 28 cm and x = 160 cm from the open end of the pipe. As discussed
earlier, this test has such a cold initial condition that only the heterogeneous nucleation
term contributes in the HFM. For this test, a triple-layered rupture disk was used. As
the different layers did not all open exactly at the same time, we see some jagged pres-
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Figure 17: Comparison of experimentally measured pressure at x = 28 cm and x = 160 cm from open end
with model predictions of the HEM, HRM* and the HFM for the cold depressurization test, Test 25.

sure traces from the disk opening for t ≤ 3 ms in Figure 17b. In the fluid simulations,
the opening process of the rupture disk was assumed to be instantaneous, causing a
discrepancy between the simulated and recorded pressure wave. As this inaccuracy is
equal for all the models, their results can still be directly compared.

Similarly to the intermediate-temperature test, the experimentally recorded pres-
sure traces deviate from the HEM for Test 25. This is most evident in Figure 17a,
showing the pressure evolution at x = 28 cm from the open end of the pipe. Here, the
HEM again overestimates the pressure significantly after approximately t = 2 ms. Both
the HRM* and the HFM underpredict the pressure at x = 28 cm for the first t = 5 ms.
The recorded pressure trace suggests that chaotic bubble nucleation is occurring just
after the fast pressure drop, where we see a series of small pressure oscillations. Due
to the simplicity of the model for the heterogeneous nucleation, it is reasonable that
this process is not captured well by the HFM. After the initial nucleation process, the
recorded pressure remains quite high for the first 3 ms to 4 ms before it falls to a simi-
lar level as the pressure predicted by HRM* and HFM. The HRM* and HFM pressure
evolutions agree well with the recorded pressure trace for t > 5 ms, though the pressure
of the HFM remains slightly below the experimental measurement. At x = 160 cm, the
recorded pressure agrees fairly well with all the models, though the HFM appears to
capture the pressure evolution best.

In Figure 18a, we show the measured and modeled pressure 15 m along the pipe
at t = 20 ms for Test 25. We observe the same general trends as for the intermediate-
temperature test with HEM overpredicting the pressure near the open end and HFM
pressure agreeing well with the recorded depressurization wave. However, when we
zoom in near the open end of the pipe, we see that the pressure is underpredicted by
HFM at positions closer than 0.5 m from the open end. In this region, the mass-transfer
rate and bubble nucleation rate should likely be higher than the constant values we have
set to model heterogeneous nucleation. The HRM* predicts a similar pressure estimate
as the HFM close to the open end. However, further inside the pipe, behind the fast-
moving rarefaction wave, the pressure is somewhat underpredicted. This suggests that
the relaxation time in the HRM* should be shorter further inside the pipe in order to
bring the pressure closer to equilibrium.
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Figure 18: Comparison of experimentally measured pressure along the pipe with model predictions of the
HEM, HRM* and the HFM for the cold depressurization test, Test 25.

5.3.4. Discussion
In the present section, we have tested the HFM against CO2 depressurization data

for three different initial conditions, with very different flash boiling characteristics.
For the warmest test with p0 = 10.4 MPa and T0 = 40.0 ◦C, flashing occurs very
close to the critical point. Nearly no metastability occurs before flashing begins and
the homogeneous nucleation term is very strong. For the intermediate-temperature test
with p0 = 12.6 MPa and T0 = 21.1 ◦C, there is a significant pressure undershoot before
flashing occurs, and both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation are present. For
the coldest test with p0 = 12.3 MPa and T0 = 4.6 ◦C, only heterogeneous nucleation
contributes to the flashing.

For all the tests, the HFM pressure predictions agree well with the recorded pressure
traces, showing the model’s capability of capturing the different flashing processes.
Note that the same coefficients were used to model the contribution of heterogeneous
nucleation in all cases. In contrast, the relaxation time applied in the HRM* to fit
the experimental data varies from θ = 0.04 ms for the warmest test to θ = 2.82 ms
for the coldest test. The HFM furthermore predicts the pressure profile in the pipe
more accurately than the HRM*. We note that for the coldest test, the HFM might
benefit from a more refined model for the heterogeneous nucleation as the pressure
is underestimated close to the open end of the pipe. Nevertheless, it is clear that by
incorporating homogeneous nucleation in the mass-transfer model, the need for model
tuning is significantly reduced and the predictive ability of the model is enhanced —
which is vital for the application in engineering tools for safety evaluations, where flow
estimates for unknown scenarios must be made a priori as data for fitting parameters
may not be available.

5.4. Effect of the homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation terms

In this section, we evaluate the importance and contribution of the heterogeneous
and homogeneous nucleation models for the mass-transfer rate in the HFM, see Equa-
tion (15). We conduct this study for the intermediate-temperature test case, Test 4, as
this case is affected by both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation. Furthermore,
the depressurization path does not cross the metastability limit so we can safely vary
or omit different mass-transfer contributions without reaching the thermodynamically
unstable area of the liquid phase.
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(a) Modeled and measured pressure at 28 cm from the open
end of the pipe.
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(b) Modeled and measured pressure along the pipe at t =

20 ms after disk rupture.

Figure 19: Investigation of the effect on the HFM when the homogeneous nucleation model or the heteroge-
neous nucleation model is omitted.

In Figure 19a, we show the pressure evolution at x = 28 cm for the complete HFM
and for the HFM omitting either the homogeneous or the heterogeneous nucleation
model. When homogeneous nucleation is omitted, the modeled pressure undershoot
becomes much too large, and the pressure increases too quickly. Interestingly, ignoring
the heterogeneous nucleation term provides nearly no difference in the resulting pres-
sure prediction at x = 28 cm from the open end for the time frame considered here.
This suggests that homogeneous nucleation dominates the flashing process close to the
open end of the pipe for this depressurization case.

In Figure 19b, we show the pressure profile along the pipe at t = 20 ms for the
complete HFM and for the HFM omitting either the homogeneous nucleation terms
or the heterogeneous nucleation terms. Most interestingly, when heterogeneous nucle-
ation is ignored, the pressure from x > 1 m and up to the position of the fast-moving
rarefaction wave is underestimated by up to 1 MPa. In this region, the local superheat
is too small for a significant amount of bubbles to nucleate homogeneously, so the two-
phase mixture area is not accurately predicted. The heterogeneous term ensures that
the two-phase flow extends further into the pipe.

Figure 20 shows the profile of the volume fraction of vapor 8 m along the pipe for
the full HFM and the HFM where either homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation is
omitted. The recorded pressure profile at t = 20 ms suggests that there is two-phase
flow up to around 4 m inside the pipe. The HFM without heterogeneous nucleation
only predicts vapor 1.3 m into the pipe.

Based on the above results, we note the following on the effect of the homogeneous
and heterogeneous nucleation terms on the pressure evolution inside the pipe:

• Homogeneous nucleation dominates near the open end of the pipe and limits the
predicted pressure undershoot for the present case.

• Even though we are considering a relatively warm case, where homogeneous
nucleation is expected to dominate, our results suggest that heterogeneous nu-
cleation plays a major role in initiating (flash) boiling further inside the pipe.

• This means that both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation must be ac-
curately accounted for to predict the flash boiling characteristics during pipe de-
pressurizations of liquid CO2 throughout the length of the pipe.
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Figure 20: Modeled volume fraction of vapor inside the pipe for the complete HFM and when either homo-
geneous nucleation or heterogeneous nucleation is ignored.

6. Conclusions

Accurate models for flashing flows can improve the efficiency and safe operation
of several industrial systems including nuclear cooling systems, refrigeration units and
CO2 pipeline transportation systems in the context of CCS. In the present work, we
propose and study a homogeneous flashing model (HFM) for transient, flashing flow,
in which the physical phenomena of the flashing are taken into account: homoge-
neous and heterogeneous bubble nucleation, coalescence, break-up and growth. The
flow equations of the HFM are the same as for the homogeneous chemical potential-
relaxation model (HRM*), with the addition of transport equations for the bubble den-
sity in the flow and total interfacial area between liquid and vapor. Homogeneous
nucleation is modeled using classical nucleation theory and heterogeneous nucleation
is modeled with constant rates for bubble creation and mass transfer from liquid to
vapor.

We have fitted and compared the HFM to experimental data from eight full-bore
CO2 pipe depressurization tests conducted at temperatures from approximately 5 ◦C to
40 ◦C and a pressure of about 12 MPa. The results were also discussed in relation to
those of the HRM* with a standard HRM-type mass-transfer model. The relaxation
parameter in the HRM-type model was set using an empirical correlation that has been
tuned on a case-by-case basis for each experiment. The effect of the homogeneous and
heterogeneous nucleation models in the HFM was also investigated. The results are
summarized below:

• The average mean absolute percentage error of the HFM fit to the pressure
recordings for four pressure sensors close to the pipe’s open end over 20 ms of
the depressurization tests was 6.0%, and for the HRM* it was 7.6%.

• The HFM was tuned to the experimental data using parameters related to the
heterogeneous nucleation and bubble breakup. The parameters were tuned to the
first 20 ms of the experimental data by visual inspection. The same parameter
values provided a reasonable fit for all the experiments, i.e., it was not necessary
to tune the model on a case-by-case basis. The results suggest that incorporat-
ing homogeneous nucleation in the flashing flow model enhances the predictive
capabilities of the model.

• The pressure evolution calculated by the HFM was investigated in more detail
for the warmest (40 ◦C), coldest (5 ◦C) and an intermediate temperature (21 ◦C)
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depressurization test from the experimental dataset. These experiments have
very different flashing characteristics.

• For the warm and intermediate temperature depressurization tests, we found that
homogeneous nucleation plays a main role in limiting the liquid superheat near
the pipe’s open end and heterogeneous nucleation plays a main role in initiating
flashing further inside the pipe.

• For the coldest test, our results indicate that only heterogeneous nucleation caused
flashing in the pipe. The HFM obtained a too low pressure near the open end for
this case, suggesting that the constant-rate parameters for heterogeneous nucle-
ation are too simple to capture the actual nucleation process.

• Heterogeneous nucleation must always be accounted for, both for cold and warm
depressurization cases. If heterogeneous nucleation is neglected for warm cases,
the pressure is underestimated further inside the pipe as homogeneous nucleation
is not initiated there.

In summary, the HFM constitutes a promising step towards a fully predictive model for
pipe depressurization with flashing.

Note that there are several interesting avenues for further work:

• In the present flow model, the temperatures of the phases are assumed to be
equal, Tv = T`, which is a simplification. The same mass-transfer model could
be tested with flow models that allow for a temperature difference between the
phases. This may improve the estimates of the evaporation/bubble growth model
as well, as discussed in Section 5.2.1, which currently overestimates the mass
transfer caused by evaporation.

• In order to improve the estimates of mass transfer caused by bubble growth,
one may also test bubble growth models governed by heat transfer between the
phases and/or the wall of the pipe.

• The model for heterogeneous nucleation in the HFM assumes constant rates of
bubble nucleation and mass transfer. Although the model performed well for the
cases considered here, this may not be the case in other situations or for longer
times. As we have found heterogeneous nucleation to be essential in modeling
the flashing inside the pipe for both cold and warm depressurization cases, more
refined models for this kind of nucleation should be tested, accounting for, e.g.,
the activation of nucleation sites, bubble growth and bubble departure rate from
these sites.

For the HFM to become fully predictive, an accurate model for heterogeneous bubble
nucleation in real systems must be developed. To the authors’ knowledge, such a model
does not yet exist.
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